
 

Valley -You will be using 2 BB’s on the par 5’ s& 4’s and 1 BB on the par 3’s. First thing you should do is make sure the strokes have been allocated correctly.  For 

example-Chris plays to a 23 at Valley as noted under HCP. We stroke at 80% so she will get 18 stokes for this event also noted under HCP. Keep in mind per page 5 

of your handbook…no more than 1 stroke on a par 3.Check to be sure your dots are on the correct holes and that there are the correct number of dots. This is easy 

in this case, 1 stroke per hole. FYI-should you ever encounter a situation where the OSWGA card is different than the course card in regard to stroke allocation-

ALWAYS use the official OSWGA card unless otherwise announced prior to the start of the event. Because this is a 2 man team and you need 2 scores on the 4’s & 

5’s…if either player picks up on these holes, you are DQ’d from the event. 

This score will be posted by OSWGA so if you pick up record your most likely score not to exceed your max. For example: On hole # 12, Edith picked up at 4 with a 1 

foot put so she took her most likely score…not her max and recorded it as X5. Record all scores as explained, circle the scores used for the par 3’s…not necessary 

to circle on the other holes. PLEASE, PLEASE we beg you; do not write 4/3 or 7/5! No slashing!! Record the scores. Then bring down and total the gross scores 2 on 

the 4’s & 5’s and 1 on the 3’s Then subtract the dots and enter the net score below the gross score. Then go across and tota l Gross and Net for the team’s gross and 

net score.  There was a math error for the team’s gross score but there is no penalty for math errors. Keep 2 cards and compare after each 9, reading off the score 

hole by hole, then after 18 and correct errors! 

There will be some big numbers-feel free to use your calculator on your cell phone once the round is completed. It would be helpful if you added the individual scores 

for each player. We realize the other twosome is keeping your scorecard…take the time to check it over and compare it to the card you kept for yourself  BEFORE 

turning it in. Sign, attest and return your card to scoring area. Those playing for USGA Points MUST hole out everything & we would appreciate it if you would write 

USGA next to your name on the left as Chris did. Thanks again for your help in getting the scorecards need and legible.  Good luck & have fun! 


